Preparation is the key to successful litigation. No matter what avenue is chosen for resolution — mediation, arbitration, judge or jury trial — having a complete picture of the strengths and weaknesses of your case is vital.

Be Prepared in the Face of Litigation

In addition to navigating the daily challenges presented by competitors, customers, suppliers, regulators and even your own workforce, businesses occasionally encounter the unnerving distraction of litigation.

Unlike managing daily challenges that occur as part of day-to-day routines, a dispute or lawsuit specifying “damages” or “lost profits” typically generates high levels of anxiety and urgency within an organization’s leadership. Among the legitimate fears are the potential for significant costs as a plaintiff or defendant, an awareness of perhaps ill-advised written communications and the need to defend past decisions that are now questioned with the benefit of hindsight.

Gain an Independent and Objective Opinion

After discussing your needs, we tailor a program to meet those needs from our wide range of litigation support services. Our professionals work behind the scenes as consultants, advisors or independent neutrals to help you gain a complete understanding of the case’s financial implications. If your negotiations could benefit from a formal written report, our specialists on the financial issues at hand will prepare one. When the proceedings require the insight of an expert witness, our CPAs and business advisors will testify.

Since Wipfli is an independent party, our opinions and input are always objective. And in each scenario, our assistance on the financial matters allows you to spend more time on the legal process.
Litigation Support Tailored to Your Needs

Don’t Put Your Profits at Risk

No company can be prepared for every hazard or opportunity it faces. Recognizing the risk of an inadequate response and knowing who to call is the best strategy you can employ.

Wipfli works with your company and legal counsel to minimize the risk of loss or maximize the opportunity for recovery.

Great Support for Greater Success

We are in the business of helping clients and their legal counsel address litigation with confidence. We help manage the distraction of litigation so your company can remain focused on managing its business.

Experience in the Toughest Situations

Preparation and experience are cornerstones of successful litigation outcomes. Wipfli’s team can help you efficiently gather, evaluate and report the information necessary to present your case in the best possible light.

Depending on your needs, we can provide the necessary levels of service, ranging from pre-litigation strategy up to and including expert witness testimony at trial.

We have significant experience working alongside lawyers, consultants, experts and other parties whenever our clients are involved with litigation. Our team is well-versed in the calculation of lost profits and expense damages for a variety of situations in many forums:

- Breach of contract
- Professional malpractice
- Intellectual property infringement
- Shareholder oppression
- Personal injury
- Wrongful termination
- Construction disputes
- Class action defense
- Business interruption
- Extra expense

Let’s get started.

For more information, visit wipfli.com/litigationsupport or contact a Wipfli representative.